Join us for UK Inter Faith Week
13-20 November 2022

Monday 14 November

13:00 Research Forum: Lunchtime Social
Join colleagues from the Cambridge Interfaith Programme for a lunchtime social and learn about the Interfaith Research Forum. Bring your own lunch. www.interfaith.cam.ac.uk/research-forum

17:15 Panel: Defining faith, between religion & culture?
What does it mean to be a person of faith? What does faith mean to others? DivSoc Chair Lucy Lipfriend (an undergraduate student in the Faculty of Divinity) invites panellists to reflect on whether they identify as people of faith, and what the ingredients of such identity might be—cultural and/or religious. Followed by refreshments.

Wednesday 16 November

12:30 Webinar: Language learning in/as religious education—perspectives on progress
Drawing on research from Luxembourg and the UK, this conversational seminar with Dr Anastasia Badder (Cambridge) and Dr Jo-Ann Myers (Leo Baeck College) will consider the significance of Hebrew learning in Jewish school settings: a complementary Sunday school, and a pluralist Jewish primary school. This online-only event will be held on Zoom.

15:00 Scriptural Reasoning
Experience this tool for interfaith dialogue, encountering scriptures across faith boundaries. We welcome participants from the University of Cambridge, Cambridge Muslim College, and other friends. Text pack provided. Contact: gew25@cam.ac.uk

www.interfaith.cam.ac.uk/events